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About the DCO
The Deep Carbon Observatory is a ten-year global research initiative that aims to transform our
understanding of carbon in Earth. DCO is an interdisciplinary community of scientists, including
biologists, physicists, geoscientists, and chemists, who are collectively forging a new field: deep
carbon science. Read more about DCO’s scientific achievements in the Midterm Scientific Report,
“Carbon in Earth: Quantities, Movements, Forms and Origins.”
DCO is organized into four Science Communities, each led by a Scientific Steering Committee and
focused on a different aspect of deep carbon:
v Extreme Physics and Chemistry Community (EPC) -- EPC is dedicated to improving our
understanding of the physical and chemical behavior of carbon at extreme conditions, as
found in the deep interiors of Earth and other planets.
v Reservoirs and Fluxes Community (R&F) -- R&F is dedicated to identifying the principal
deep carbon reservoirs, to determining the mechanisms and rates by which carbon moves
among these reservoirs, and to assessing the total carbon budget of Earth.
v Deep Life Community (DL) -- DL is dedicated to assessing the nature and extent of the
deep microbial and viral biosphere by exploring the evolutionary and functional diversity of
Earth’s deep biosphere and its interaction with the carbon cycle.
v Deep Energy Community (DE) -- DE is dedicated to developing a fundamental
understanding of environments and processes that regulate the volume and rates of
production of abiogenic hydrocarbons and other organic species in the crust and mantle
through geological time.
In addition to its four Science Communities, DCO has three cross-community teams that provide
program coordination and oversight, public engagement, and innovative data science:
v DCO Secretariat -- The Secretariat provides central coordination and oversight for all DCO
projects, supports the DCO Executive Committee, assists with DCO proposal development
and review, and organizes DCO meetings, workshops, and events.
v DCO Engagement Team -- The Engagement Team shares news with the community
through the DCO website, a monthly eNewsletter, and social media, as well as collaborating
with media partners and others to build awareness of DCO science among targeted
stakeholders.
v DCO Data Science Team -- The Data Science Team researches and applies the latest data
science methodologies and technologies to DCO data, facilitating new scientific discoveries
across DCO science communities. The Data Science Team also deploys and maintains DCO’s
online infrastructure.
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Other DCO Groups
Synthesis Group 2019 (SG2019) -- In the lead up to DCO’s 2019 finale, DCO scientists will
develop products and activities that synthesize DCO’s discoveries and findings across all four
Science Communities. DCO launched SG2019 to oversee and coordinate this effort. If you have
ideas for synthesis products or activities, or if you want to discuss how your work could become
part of DCO’s synthesis effort, please contact Marie Edmonds, SG2019 Chair (me201@cam.ac.uk).
Task Force 2020 (TF2020) -- DCO is also planning beyond its 2019 finale. In 2016, DCO launched
TF2020, a group which will assess options for the continuation of DCO activities and/or legacies
after the decadal program ends. TF2020 is charged with identifying structures and organizations
that will keep the DCO legacy alive and with proposing new ventures that capitalize on DCO’s
international network of scientists. To send ideas or suggestions for DCO’s future to TF2020,
contact chair Claude Jaupart (jaupart@ipgp.fr).
Modeling and Visualization Forum -- DCO launched a modeling and visualization initiative in
2015 to integrate and communicate DCO’s results through a global deep carbon model. If your
project involves modeling or visualization, or if you will be generating datasets relevant to the
global model, please contact Louise Kellogg, Modeling and Visualization Forum Principal
Investigator (lhkellogg@ucdavis.edu).

Become an Active Member of the DCO Science Network
If you have recently received a DCO grant, please send the following information to the DCO
Secretariat within one month of funding confirmation:
1) A one-paragraph summary of the funded project
2) Names of all project investigators and their contact information
3) The associated DCO Science Community(ies) as well as
If you haven’t already, please join the DCO Science Network and encourage members of your team
to do the same. Membership enters you in the DCO Directory, provides access to the DCO Data
Portal, and adds you to the distribution list for DCO’s monthly eNewsletter, From the Deep, which
contains funding, job, and workshop opportunities as well as news about DCO.
If you would like to share any project news or announcements with the community, contact the
Engagement Team, who can distribute the information through DCO’s website, monthly
eNewsletter, and/or social media. You may also request a dedicated page on the DCO website that
highlights your project. This page can be used to host any documents you wish to make publicly
available, such as white papers, presentations, meeting materials, and photographs/videos.
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Additional Resources
DCO is committed to open access publications and digital materials. To this end, DCO funding can
be used to defray the costs of open access publication. DCO funding should not be used to pay
publication charges for an article only accessible with a subscription. For more information about
using DCO funds for open access fees, please contact your Community Chair or Co-Chair.
DCO is also committed to the long-term stewardship of carbon data, because DCO data gains
value when understood in the context of the vast amount of carbon-related data already collected.
To further these objectives, DCO asks all members to read and comply with its data policies.
Resources available on the DCO website include templates, DCO logos, text for acknowledging
DCO, a Writing Style Guide, and more. The website also contains a gallery of DCO Presentations, as
well as several searchable databases, including a People Browser, a Publication Browser, and a
Project and Field Study Browser.

Contact Information
Please use the information below to determine which DCO team to contact with your question or
concern. If you’re not sure whom to contact, please ask Craig Schiffries at the DCO Secretariat and
he will direct your inquiry.
Team

For questions related to...

Point of contact

DCO Secretariat

●
●
●
●

Craig Schiffries
cschiffries@ciw.edu
202.478.8818

●

Grant administration
Project reporting requirements
Attending DCO meetings and events
Program governance, structure, and
leadership
DCO instrumentation initiatives

DCO Engagement Team

●
●
●
●
●
●

Using DCO’s Flickr gallery
Accessing images, graphics, logos
Sharing news or publications
Acknowledging DCO in publications
Working with the media
Posting information to your project page

Robert Pockalny
rpockalny@uri.edu

DCO Data Science Team

●
●

Starting a new data science collaboration Peter Fox
Adding data science components to your pfox@cs.rpi.edu
research
Contributing to or utilizing DCO datasets
DCO’s Computer Cluster

●
●
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